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How to be Assertive, Not Aggressive, at Work
Are you reluctant to speak up when you’re being treated unfairly
at work? You don’t have to suffer in silence. You can learn how
to assert yourself without jeopardizing your job.
“Assertiveness isn’t complaining about what you don’t like, it’s
requesting what you would like,” says communication expert
Sam Horn, author of Tongue Fu: How to Deflect, Disarm and
Defuse Any Verbal Conflict.
Seek balance
Many employees can’t decide about when it’s appropriate to
speak up. They have mixed feelings. “Am I being selfish?” “Do I
have a right to complain?”
“When people don’t speak up, it’s because they really don’t have
clarity about their right to speak up,” states Mr. Horn. “You can get clarity in making the decision about when
it’s appropriate to speak up by picturing an old-fashioned scale of justice with its two interconnected scales.”
Because the scales are connected, when you put a weight on one it goes down and the other one rises. The
success of any relationship depends on whether the scale is kept in balance.
Therefore, if managers think only of what they want and disregard the needs of employees, over time it will
be an unequally weighted relationship. Likewise, if employees think only of their own wants and not what the
company needs, the scale also will be unbalanced, and it won’t be an effective relationship.
For example, a typical complaint of employees is being asked to work overtime. If it’s a one-time request or an
unusual occurrence, the scale will still be in balance, and it’s appropriate for you to go along with the request
and stay late, even if it’s inconvenient, without speaking up about it.
If it’s an ongoing occurrence, however, and you’re continually being asked to work overtime, then the scale
gets overweighed on the manager’s side, and it’s appropriate for you to speak up for yourself.
Avoid aggressive language
An aggressive person will attack using “You” language. “You’re asking me to work late all the time and it’s not
fair.” “You should be more considerate.” The word You makes it attacking, aggressive language.
Use assertive language
Instead of complaining about the past and what you don’t like, Mr. Horn suggests you use these three
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assertiveness strategies:
1. Use the word I instead of You.
2. Focus on the future.
3. Request or suggest what you would like.
In one sentence state the facts, and then state what you want. Use the word and in your sentence as a bridge
to what you want in the future, instead of the word but, even though it may seem awkward to you. The word
but is adversarial and invites an argument.
Here’s an example of an assertive response to the overtime situation: “In the past couple of weeks I’ve been
asked to work late several times, and I was happy to do that because I understood that we were short staffed,
AND starting next week I will be coaching my daughter’s little league [or other reason], and I will need to leave
by 5:30.”
“By being assertive, you’re not attacking the person or selfishly asking to leave early,” says Dr. Horn. “You’re
keeping your service to others and yourself in balance.”
Always speak up
Not speaking up and hoping the situation will get better is a losing proposition.
“If you’re unhappy about a situation, and you haven’t spoken up about it, you’re equally responsible for it,” says
Dr. Horn. “By using assertiveness techniques, you can stand up for yourself without stepping on toes.”
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How to Make a Budget and Stick to It

If you want to keep your spending under control, it’s essential that you make a budget. A budget allows you to
get a handle on the flow of your money -- how much you make and how much you spend. With that information
in hand, you can make intelligent choices about what to buy with your hard-earned cash.
Make a List of Your Expenses
The first step in making a realistic budget is figuring out where your money goes. To keep track, make an
expense record.
Limitations of computer programs. Unfortunately, most computer programs that track expenses only
analyze your check or credit card payments -- they don’t record your cash outlays.
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Make your own expense record. Rather than relying on a computer program, keep track of your expenses in
a low-tech but comprehensive way: with some paper and a pen. Here’s how:
1. Use one sheet of paper per week to record your expenses for two months. By doing this, you’ll avoid
creating a budget based on a week or a month of unusually high or low expenses.
2. Begin recording your expenses on the first day of a month.
3. Create seven columns on the page, one for each day of the week. Record the date at the top of each
column.
4. Carry that sheet with you at all times.
5. Record every expense you pay by cash or cash equivalent -- check, ATM or debit card, or automatic bank
withdrawal. When you make a payment on a credit card bill, list the items paid for.
6. At the end of the week, put away the sheet and take out another. Go back to Step 3.
7. At the end of the two months, list seasonal, annual, semi-annual, or quarterly expenses you incur but did
not pay during your two-month recording period. The most common are property taxes, car registration and
maintenance, magazine subscriptions, tax preparation fees, insurance payments, and seasonal expenses
such as summer camp fees or holiday gifts.
Total Your Income
Your expenditures account for only half of the picture. You also need to add up your monthly income.
On a blank sheet of paper, list the jobs for which you receive a salary or wages. Then, list all self-employment
for which you receive income, including farm income and sales commissions. Finally, list other sources of
income, such as:
•
•
•
•
•

bonus pay
dividends and interest
alimony or child support
pension or retirement income, and
public assistance.

Record net income. Next to each source of income, list the net (after deductions) amount you receive each pay
period. If you don’t receive the same amount each period, average the last 12.
Next to each net amount, enter the period covered by the payment -- such as weekly, twice monthly (24 times
a year), every other week (26 times a year), monthly, quarterly, or annually.
Determine monthly income. Finally, multiply the net amount by the number of pay periods to determine the
monthly amount. For example, if you are paid twice a month, multiply the net amount by two. If you are paid
every other week, multiply the amount by 26 (for the annual amount) and divide by 12.
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When you are done, total up all the amounts. This is your total average monthly income.
Make Your Budget
After you keep track of your expenses and income for a few months, you’re ready to create a budget. Your
goals in making a budget are to:
•
•

control your impulses to overspend, and
start saving money.

To create your budget, follow these steps:
1. Determine the categories into which your expenses fall (see the chart below for suggested categories.) List
your categories of expenses down the left side of a piece of paper (or Excel spreadsheet). Use as many
sheets as you need to list all categories. These are your budget sheets.
2. On the sheets containing your list of categories, make 13 columns. Label the first one “projected” and the
remaining 12 with the months of the year. Unless today is the first of the month, start with next month.
3. Using your total actual expenses for the two months you tracked and the other expenses you added,
project your monthly expenses for the categories you’ve listed. (Make a note of when smaller expenses,
such as magazine subscriptions, are due so you can adjust your budget for that month. These temporary
adjustments make more sense than trying to save $1.23 each month to cover an annual magazine
subscription.
4. Enter your projected monthly expenses into the “projected” column of your budget sheets.
5. Add up all projected monthly expenses and enter the total into a “Total Expenses” category at the bottom of
the projected column.
6. Enter your projected monthly income below your total projected expenses.
7. Figure out the difference.
Decreasing Expenses
If your expenses exceed your income, you will have to cut expenses or increase your income. If finding more
income is not realistic, focus on decreasing your expenses. The trick is doing this without depriving yourself of
items or services you truly need.
Reduce the amount you spend in each category. Review your expenses and look for categories you can
comfortably reduce slightly. For example, let’s say you need to cut $175 from your budget. You had planned on
spending $100 a month on meals at restaurants, but are willing to decrease that to $50, thereby saving $50.
Preserve things you cannot live without. Make a list of things you feel you can’t live without, and whittle
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down your other expenses to accommodate them. For example, you may decide to give up most of your
magazine and newspaper subscriptions because you know you’d go nuts if you couldn’t go to the movies once
a week. If you make room for at least some of the things you love most, you’re much more likely to succeed at
your plan.
Staying on Track
Don’t think of your budget as etched in stone. If you do, and you spend more on an item than you’ve budgeted,
you’ll get frustrated and be more likely to scrap the budget altogether.
Review your budget and make adjustments. Check your figures periodically. If you never have enough
money to make ends meet, it’s time to adjust some more. Or, if you constantly overspend in one area, change
the projected amount for that category and trim the money from another category.
Consider larger financial changes. If you continually come up short, you may need to consider some larger
changes. For example, you might sell your newer car for an older used car to free yourself from car payments.
As you make adjustments to your budget, give careful thought to your priorities. Think about what you value,
and be honest with yourself.
Be willing to sacrifice. You may have to sacrifice some things that feel important to you. But don’t expect to
stick to your budget if you take away all but the essentials. Be realistic.

For support with topics like these, please call your New Directions EAP
at 800-624-5544 or visit us at ndbh.com
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